Manual uncapping device with
steam generator

Safety Instructions
1. Read the user manual before use and follow the
instructions below. Producer cannot be held
responsible for any damages caused by improper
use.
2. This device is not designed to be used by persons
(including children) with limited physical, sensual or
psychological abilities or by persons who do not
have experience or knowledge of the device unless it
is done under supervision and according to the user
manual passed by persons responsible for their
safety.
3. Use only grounded source of electricity to supply this
device.
a) Electric installation needs to be equipped with
residual current device and is designed to trip on
a leakage current of 30 mA. Overcurrent
protection needs to be checked periodically.
b) It is not allowed to carry out any maintenance
works if any covers or parts are removed from
the device
c) All casings need to be firmly attached to the
device during work.
d) Pay special attention during uncapping process
4. Do not leave the device unattended while working
5. Do not move the device during uncapping procces
6. Do not top-up water for steam generator during
uncapping process – unplug the device and wait at
least 2 minutes before topping the device up.
7. Do not turn the device on if the power cord is
damaged
8. Take extra care whilst plugging a power cord
Hands have to be dry. Place on a dry surface
9. Do not pull power cord, keep the power cord away
from heat sources, sharp edges and keep it in good
condition.
10. Periodically check the power cord for damage. In
case of any visible damage contact qualified
personel to replace it, and do not use the device until
the power cord is fixed.

How to use
1. this device is designen to fit any type of uncapping
table or tank.
2. After installing make sure that operation is easy and
comfortable.
3. Before work make sure that the steam generator is
topped out with water (do not exceed MAX level
mark) and then plug it into 230V mains socket. (Do
not turn the device on with empty water tank)
4. Uncapping knives are heated with steam. Begin
uncapping only after the knives reach their work
temperature.
5. The frame feeder is fitted with hand protection
feature
6. Place the frame on a feeder taking extra care about
the knives. If the uncapping angle or temperature is
incorrect:
a) adjust the angle using apropriate screw (under
the knife blade). Protect your hands by using
thick cotton gloves.
b) If the temperature is not right, wait until heat up
to proper temperature
7. Push the frame along the sliders to uncap

Warning!
Sharp edges in the device. Keep away from
children. Pay extra care about knives, they are really
SHARP and HOT
The device is made of acid-resistant stainless steel
Two size options available 1000mm and 1500mm.

Uncapping knife's angle regulator screws

Maintenance
1. Unplug the extractor from the power source prior to
commencing any maintanance work.
2. Before using, the device should be washed carefully
with hot water and small amount of detergents
(allowed for use in food industry).
3. Dry the device thoroughly after washing.
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